
Welcome to Latté! 

We are so glad we could share this Latté time with you! Grab a 
cup of coffee with a slice of cheese cake & join us for a fun night 
out with the girls! 

We pray you will be encouraged and inspired as you listen to 
the message from Mary Schaeffer. Don’t miss out on the discussion 
questions included in this booklet, they are designed to help you 
have a great conversation time with your friends. 

$3 LATTE GIFT CARDS ARE AVAILABLE
TODAY! Invite your guest with a special
gift. Purchase them in the main lobby. 

Latte has been a great opportunity to
invite friends, family or coworkers to enjoy a fun night out with the 
girls for the last ten years. 

We hope you will enjoy your night out with friends and join us 
again for our next Ladies Latté on March 14th! 

Joyce Meekins, Latté Coordinator
joyce.meekins@gracecma.org
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James 1:19-20,26; 3:2-12; 5:9
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MAIN LEVEL ATRIUM LEVEL

(Elevator)

Icebreaker:  Dark Chocolate? White Chocolate? Milk Chocolate? Or 
No Chocolate? J

Discussion Questions:  
1. As you look back over your life, what words have you heard from 

someone—maybe a comment that seemed insignificant—that 
contributed to shaping your view of yourself?

2. Which of these is the most challenging for you: quick to listen, slow 
to speak, or slow to become angry? 

3. If you have made progress in becoming a better listener, using 
your words more carefully, or dealing with anger in a more Christ 
like way, could you share with your table mates what has helped 
you in that process?

4. We all have people in our circles of influence to whom we can 
“give life” with our words. Who especially came to your mind that 
you can better use your words to build up?



Increasing Our Relational IQ
James 1:19-20,26; 3:2-12; 5:9; FaithWorks Series

What would my life be like without people? Hmmm…now that ’s a thought! 
Relationships are the source of our greatest joy and our deepest pain. 
The way we interact with others has huge implications, for them and for 
us, shaping us and molding us into the people we will be tomorrow and 
in the coming years. So it makes sense to invest time, effort and energy to 
become healthier in the way we interact with others. James gives us three 
practical ways to have positive impact on the people in our lives, and 
ultimately on our own future. He tells us,

Be quick to listen, slow to speak, and slow to get angry. James 1:19

Relational IQ is not just about              I       ; it is about           I       . 
The way I treat other people is the best indicator of what my heart
looks like. Out of the overflow of the heart the mouth speaks. –Jesus, 
Matthew 12:33-34

Quick to listen. In our fast-paced, technological age, this is one of 
the best gifts we can give to those around us. Listening involves more 
than just hearing the words a person is saying. How much we              is 
revealed by how well we                   . Job says to his ‘ friends’, “do 
you think your words are convincing when you disregard my cry of 
desperation?” Job 6:26 Our words mean much more when people sense 
that we care about them.

Slow to speak. To illustrate the incredible influence of our words, James 
gives us three pictures of small objects that have disproportionate power 
over things much larger than themselves.

•	 The	          controls the direction of the                . James 3:3

•	 The	                   determines the course of the             . James 3:4

•	 The	                is the cause of the                                . James 3:5                                                                                                

Let ’s not miss the significance of those three illustrations. Like the bit, the 
rudder, and the spark

 Ø the words we choose have astonishing power! …the tongue is a 
flame of fire. It is full of wickedness that can               your whole

                 . It can turn the entire course of your life into a blazing 
flame of destruction…James 3:6 

 Ø the determining factor is this:           is in                   ? …no one 
can tame the tongue. James 3:8

ANSWERS:  what, do, who, am; care, listen; bit, horse; rudder, ship; spark, forest fire; 
ruin, life; Who, control; listen, words

You will find Latté messages you’ve missed online at:
http://www.gracecma.org/grace-media/womens-ministry-media

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOTES:

Slow to get angry. We all feel it at times! Sometimes anger is justified, but 
the Bible has a lot to say about not being ‘hot-headed.’ Psalm 37:8-9; 
Proverbs 14:29; 15:1,18; 16:32; 19:11; 22:24; 29:11; Ecclesiastes 7:9; 
Matthew 5:22; Ephesians 4:26-31; Colossians 3:8. 

 Ø When we                     well and choose our                 wisely, we 
avert a lot of unnecessary anger. 

 Ø If I find myself getting angry quickly and easily, some searching 
under the surface will be a blessing to myself and to the people in 
my life. Your anger can never make things right in God’s sight.

     James 1:20


